
The Transformative Power of Leading Cities -
A Global Review of City Leadership
Leading Cities, an international nonprofit organization dedicated to accelerating
sustainable urban development, recently conducted a comprehensive global
review of city leadership. This study aimed to identify the most innovative and
successful strategies employed by cities around the world, highlighting the crucial
role of effective city leadership in driving positive change.

The Importance of City Leadership in Shaping Our Future

In an era where more than half of the global population resides in cities, the role
of city leadership becomes increasingly paramount. The decisions made by
mayors and city officials have far-reaching consequences on public services,
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infrastructure, economic development, and the overall quality of life for urban
residents.
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Leading Cities acknowledges the complexity of urban challenges and recognizes
the importance of visionary leadership to find sustainable solutions. Through their
Global Review of City Leadership, they aim to provide a comprehensive
assessment of successful leadership strategies employed by cities of varying
sizes and contexts.

The Methodology Behind the Global Review

The Global Review of City Leadership utilized a rigorous methodology
encompassing a variety of criteria to evaluate the effectiveness of city leadership.
These criteria included:

Environmental sustainability

Social inclusivity

Economic development
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Infrastructure planning and management

Innovation and technological integration

Leading Cities partnered with renowned urban experts, researchers, and
policymakers from around the world to ensure a comprehensive and objective
evaluation of city leadership. Their combined expertise and diverse perspectives
added depth and credibility to the findings.

Key Findings from the Global Review

The Global Review of City Leadership unveiled a multitude of powerful strategies
employed by successful cities. Here are some of the key findings:

1. Embracing Sustainability: Leading the Way to a Greener Future

City leaders who prioritized environmental sustainability demonstrated
remarkable success in creating cleaner, more livable urban environments. By
implementing robust recycling programs, investing in renewable energy sources,
and promoting green infrastructure, these cities set a global example for
sustainable urban development.

2. Fostering Social Inclusivity: Building Stronger, More Cohesive
Communities

Cities that actively worked towards fostering social inclusivity exhibited greater
social harmony and cohesion. Through inclusive housing policies, accessible
public transportation, and initiatives to bridge the digital divide, these cities
empowered their residents and ensured equitable access to resources and
opportunities.

3. Driving Economic Development: Unlocking the Potential for
Prosperity



City leadership focused on fostering economic growth and innovation witnessed
thriving local economies and increased job opportunities. By attracting
investments, supporting entrepreneurship, and nurturing key industries, these
cities positioned themselves as global economic powerhouses.

4. Smart Infrastructure Planning: Creating Resilient and Efficient
Cities

Cities that effectively planned and managed their infrastructure emerged as
models of resilience and efficiency. By integrating smart technologies,
implementing sustainable transportation systems, and adopting innovative waste
management practices, these cities optimized their resources and improved the
quality of life for their residents.

The Lessons Learned and the Way Forward

Leading Cities' Global Review of City Leadership emphasizes the importance of
visionary and transformative leadership in shaping our urban future. By analyzing
successful strategies from cities around the world, they provide valuable insights
and lessons for city leaders, policymakers, and urban development practitioners.

While each city's context may differ, the cross-cutting themes identified in the
review offer a roadmap for effective city leadership. Embracing sustainability,
fostering social inclusivity, driving economic development, and smart
infrastructure planning are critical steps towards building cities that are livable,
resilient, and prosperous.

The challenges faced by cities in the 21st century are immense, from climate
change to growing social inequalities. However, through the power of effective
leadership and collaboration at all levels, our cities can become beacons of
progress and innovation.



Leading Cities' Global Review of City Leadership serves as a call to action for city
leaders to prioritize sustainable and transformative strategies, leading us towards
a future where every city serves as a catalyst for positive change.

So let us embrace this opportunity to create vibrant and inclusive cities, shaping a
brighter tomorrow for all.
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Leading Cities is a global review of the state of city leadership and urban
governance today. Drawing on research into 202 cities in 100 countries, the book
provides a broad, international evidence base grounded in the experiences of all
types of cities. It offers a scholarly but also practical assessment of how cities are
led, what challenges their leaders face, and the ways in which this leadership is
increasingly connected to global affairs.

Arguing that effective leadership is not just something created by an individual,
Elizabeth Rapoport, Michele Acuto and Leonora Grcheva focus on three
elements of city leadership: leaders, the structures and institutions that underpin
them, and the tools used to drive change. Each of these elements are examined
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in turn, as are the major urban policy issues that leaders confront today on the
ground. The book also takes a deep dive into one particular example of tool or
instrument of city leadership – the strategic urban plan.

Leading Cities provides a much-needed overview and to the theory and practice
of city leadership, and a starting point for future research on, and evaluation of,
city leadership and its practice around the world.

Praise for Leading Cities

'Academics and policymakers alike would do well to consider the authors’ call to
‘tailor city governance to local needs and local dynamics, rather than simply
searching for an ideal “model” of leadership.'
European Planning Studies
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